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We’d like to thank you for choosing the Star Alliance network for your
journey to the 51st ICCA Congress in San Juan/Puerto Rico and hope
that all goes really well for you here today.
Whilst you concentrate on the day’s events, we hope you’ll
consider us the nex t time you need to at tend a conference.
With over 21,555 flights a day to 1,356 airpor ts across 193 countries,
our 27 member airlines will extend a wide choice of flights to any
future conference you’re planning to at tend. And no mat ter which
of those airlines’ frequent flyer programmes you belong to, you
can earn and redeem miles across all of them.
So the nex t time you want to concentrate all your energies
on your conference, we hope you’ll decide to leave the travel
arrangements to us.

staralliance.com
Information correct as at 06/2012
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Message from
ICCA President Arnaldo Nardone
Welcome to San Juan, Puerto Rico!

Arnaldo Nardone

Another unique and exciting ICCA Congress programme of education, networking and
business opportunities is lined up for you to enjoy over the next few days. Our local Puerto
Rican hosts have been working hard to create the perfect relaxed island atmosphere where
we can connect, learn, and think creatively about where our industry is heading, and how
our companies and organisations - and how we as individuals - can gain the best possible
return on investment from our ICCA membership.

Puerto Rico is a unique bridge between North and Latin America, between the Caribbean and Central America; it
is a hugely successful meetings destination not only as a result of this role as a key geographical connector, but
because of far-sighted investment and marketing. We can learn a great deal from the strategic thinking of our
hosts, just as they will be striving to maximize the legacy from bringing the world’s foremost meetings experts
together to their wonderful destination for this Congress.
2012 has been another strong year for our association: we have started to build a representative presence
in Africa and Middle East to complement our existing network of regional offices; our membership numbers
continue to increase in all regions of the world but without compromising on the quality of those members;
our finances are stable and your Board is committed to investing whenever possible in more data, new and
improved products, and ever-more personalised services. More and more ICCA members are discovering how
to effectively use our global network, new innovative partnership models are emerging, and the continuing
strength of the international association meetings market means that we are constantly increasing the size and
depth of our association database.
Enjoy Puerto Rico; take full advantage of being here together with so many colleagues from around the world;
make contact with ICCA staff and find out about our plans for the future; have fun whilst you learn!

Message from
Chairperson of the Local Host Committee
¡Hola!

As the first Caribbean host of the esteemed annual ICCA gathering, it is with warmth
in our hearts that we extend a sunny ‘hello’ to the delegates of the 51st ICCA Congress
in San Juan, Puerto Rico.
During the ICCA Congress, you’ll experience first-hand how Puerto Rico blends Old
World charm with New World élan. Enjoy convention activities at the strikingly modern
Puerto Rico Convention Center Pedro Rosselló then whisk off to the historic beauty
Neil J. Mullanaphy, CHME and majestic fortresses of Old San Juan. Or have a night on the town in San Juan’s
hip and trend-setting restaurants, dance spots and casinos then kick off your shoes
and relax with colleagues at a chic beach party under the stars. No matter how you choose to experience
Puerto Rico, from Spanish-influenced architecture to music that builds on traditional African beats and the
fun-loving spirit of the Taino people, you’ll find that our distinctive history and culture always shines through.
Over the next few days, you’ll attend educational and networking sessions with industry colleagues from
around the globe. You’ll hear from leaders about the latest trends, developments and issues facing the
meetings and conventions market both in the region and around the world. You’ll attend seminars and
other functions at the Puerto Rico Convention Center Pedro Rosselló, as well as experience a small sampling
of what Puerto Rico offers convention and congress groups. But best of all, you’ll have the opportunity to
connect with each other, and with the warmth and hospitable people of Puerto Rico.
We’ve been working hard to ensure that your experience in San Juan is nothing less than exceptional and
we are excited to share our passion for Puerto Rico with you. It’s our hope that your time with us will compel
you to return with other groups, placing your own tropical twist on the unparalleled convention destination
and meeting experience that’s offered here in Puerto Rico.
Enjoy your time in San Juan – we are honoured to have you here!

¡Saludos!
Neil J. Mullanaphy, CHME
Acting President & CEO
Puerto Rico Convention Bureau
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Addresses
Official Hotel
(1) Sheraton Puerto Rico Hotel & Casino ****
200 Convention Center Boulevard
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00907
Phone: (787) 993-3500
www.sheratonpuertoricohotelcasino.com

Official Venue
(2) Puerto Rico Convention Center Pedro Rosselló
100 Convention Center Boulevard
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00907
Phone: (787) 300-6700
www.prconvention.com

Social Venues
21 October 2012 - Welcome event

(3) Conservatory of Music of Puerto Rico
951 Ave Juan Ponce De León
San Juan, 00907, Puerto Rico
Phone: (787) 751-0160
www.cmpr.edu
22 October 2012 - CAT night

(4) Aquasol
Ave Los Gobernadores
Carolina, PR 00986
Phone: (787) 633-3457
23 October 2012 - Gala night

(5) Puerto Rico Convention Center Pedro Rosselló
100 Convention Center Boulevard
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00907
Phone: (787) 300-6700

Other
(6) Bahía Beach Resort & Golf Club
Road 187, Km. 4.2
Río Grande, Puerto Rico
Phone: (787) 809-8890
www.bahiabeachpuertorico.com
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Useful information
WIFI
WiFi will be offered free of charge to all delegates throughout the venue. Please use the following
password: ICCA2012

SpotMe Coverage
Full SpotMe service as well as internet connection is available in all the meeting rooms and public
areas of the venue free of charge through WiFi connection. In all other areas, full SpotMe service is
available if your device is connected to internet. If your device is offline, you will be able to access
all SpotMe content on the device. However the receiving of messages, silent auction bidding and
information updates will be delayed until your device is connected again.

Emergency Information
Emergency number: 911
Medical Centre: Ashford Presbyterian Hospital: (787) 722-3738
Police: (787) 343-2020
Fire department: (787) 722-1120

Tour Desk
For questions regarding the Accompanying Guests’ programme, the tours or local information, please
visit the tour desk situated in the registration area on the second floor. The desk will be open from
Friday 20 October to Wednesday 24 October from 08.30-17.30 hours.

Currency
Puerto Rico’s official currency is the US Dollar (USD). You can exchange your foreign currency and
travellers checks at banks and at major hotels. Banks in Puerto Rico are open from Monday through
Friday, 8.00 – 16.00. There are some exceptions in the operating hours of banks located in shopping
centres. ATM machines are accessible 24 hours. Credit cards like Visa, MasterCard, Discover, Diners
Club, and American Express are majorly accepted.
It is highly recommended by the Local Host Committee that you make arrangements with your credit
card company to be able to withdraw cash from ATM machines. Most cards can be used internationally
to withdraw money in local currency from your own home bank account. Note that credit card cash
advance fees may also be less than exchange counter fees, so check your credit card provider’s rules
for international cash advances.

Tax
Puerto Rico has a 7% Sales and Use Tax. There is an 11% tax on room charges in hotels with casinos,
9% tax on hotels without casinos and 7% on small inns.

Tipping
In Puerto Rico, a 15% to 20% tip is customary. Some hotels and restaurants add a 10% to 17%
service charge to the total bill.

ITALY

Useful information
Smoking
The ICCA Congress 2012 is a non-smoking event and smoking is prohibited throughout the venue. There are
identified smoking areas across the street from the building.

Coffee Zones
Co-sponsored by International Confex and the Canadian Local Host
Committee, ICCA Congress 2008, Victoria
There will be various coffee zones such as the ICCA Business Partner Zone,
Internet Café Zone, Business Exchange Zone and Silent Auction Zone.

iPads
sponsored by the ICCA Italian Committee

A selection of this year’s education sessions will feature group-working with
20 ipads, thanks to the support of our Italian members, pre-loaded with
customised content and a wide range of apps.

San Juan, Puerto Rico 20-24 October 2012
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Useful information
ICCA Online Performance Center
We are again featuring the ICCA Online Performance Center which allows
users to set specific business goals via an Objectives Wizard, offers access
to a variety of mental, physical and practical tips, tools and techniques to aid
performance and suggest relevant sessions to attend the congress. Following
the event it encourage users to self-certify their performance providing them
will a performance review document that they can edit and distribute. All
delegates are able to access the OPC via the SpotMe App.

Press Room
ICCA media members can use the ICCA Press Room, room 206, where 2 computers, a printer and
extra internet connections for laptops are available. Visit the Press Centre on the ICCA website for the
ICCA Press Kit, our latest press releases and ICCA Congress 2012 media resources and story ideas.
ICCA members can post their latest press releases in the ICCA Member Press Releases section on
the ICCA website, using a form in the My ICCA section, or put hard copies of their latest releases in
the press room.

Interview Requests
Should you want to set up an interview with ICCA President Arnaldo Nardone or ICCA CEO Martin
Sirk during the Congress, please contact Martin Sirk (+31 6 5349 0489) or Mathijs Vleeming (+31
6 5050 4931) by phone or through SpotMe. For other media inquiries please visit the Social Media
Desk or contact ICCA’s Manager Marketing & PR Mathijs Vleeming through SpotMe, mathijs@icca.nl,
@ICCAWORLD on Twitter or dial +31 6 5050 4931.

Congress Pictures
All pictures taken by the official Congress photographers will be made publicly available during the
Congress on ICCA’s Flickr account: flickr.com/iccaworld

Social Media at #icca12
Join the ICCA Congress conversation online!
Want to tweet? ICCA’s official ICCA Congress Twitter hashtag is #icca12.
Have photos, videos or comments you’d like to share? Easily upload your content to our Facebook
page.
Make sure to follow our social media channels:
• Twitter: @ICCAWORLD
• Facebook: facebook.com/iccaworld. Make sure to also visit the 51st ICCA Congress Facebook    
Event Page for the latest news, fun, pictures & videos and share your attendance!
• Flickr: flickr.com/iccaworld
• ICCA LinkedIn group: ICCAWORLD
• YouTube: youtube.com/iccaworld
• Slideshare: slideshare.net/iccaworld
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(Social) Media Desk
Need help connecting to our social media channels? Need help posting a tweet? Or do you need help
to take your first steps into the wonderful world of Social Media? Visit our Social Media Desk where
ICCA’s Marketing Executive Raphael Kamp and Manager Marketing & PR Mathijs Vleeming will be
available to give you all the help you need when it comes to social media!

ICCA Daily Online

Brought to you by CAT Publications
For the first time this year the ICCA Daily will be available online as well as in
hard copy at daily.iccaworld.com.

PUBLICATIONS

SpotMe

Sponsored by Mexico Tourism Board and Leipzig
We are delighted to be using the new SpotMe App. The app will allow you to
view who is coming, what is going on, as well as helping you navigate the
venue with interactive maps, exchange business cards with other participants, complete feedback
forms, exchange messages and more.

Final Programme, 51st ICCA Congress, incorporating the ICCA General Assembly
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ICCA Silent Auction
The annual ICCA Silent Auction will once again take place during the 2012 ICCA Congress. Wonderful
prizes have been donated from generous companies all over the world, and will be on display at
the ICCA Silent Auction stand during the Congress. A Silent Auction Prize Guide with a detailed
explanation of all prizes will also be available in the SpotMe App.
Bids for each item are anonymous and the highest bid received by Tuesday 23 October 2011 at 15:45
local time (San Juan, Puerto Rico) will win the prize. Winners will be notified via their SpotMe App and
will be able to collect and pay for the prize(s) at the Silent Auction desk.
The ICCA Silent Auction is run in support of the ICCA Education Fund, previously known as the
Ernst Stock Fund which was established in 1992 to create more educational opportunities for young
people within the international meetings industry and help raise professional standards. The fund also
financially supports the Forums for Young Professionals at EIBTM and AIME.

Mobile technology and meeting architecture services
to deliver contagious participation and supercharged
networking for effective, participant-driven meetings.

www.spotme.com
Lausanne - Berlin - Paris - London - New York - Chicago - San Francisco - Singapore

San Juan, Puerto Rico 20-24 October 2012
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Business Exchange
All Business Exchange (BE) participants have a (BE) symbol printed on the bottom left hand corner
of their badge. This will make it easier to identify other BE participants.

Business Exchange Coffee Area
A dedicated area will be available from Sunday 21 October to Wednesday 24 October throughout
the day on the first level in front of rooms 103/104. The area can be used as a meeting place to
exchange information.

Business Exchange Introduction Session
On Monday 22 October from 08.30-09.00 a Business Exchange Introduction Session will be held in
room 201. During this session the SpotMe App will be explained. You will be shown how this can be
used to help you search for and make appointments with other BE participants.

Business Exchange Sessions
2 Business Exchange Sessions will be held in Ballroom B:
• Monday 22 October 16.45-18.00 (6 rounds of 10 minutes each)  
• Tuesday 23 October 16.00-18.00 (10 rounds of 10 minutes each)
The tables will be numbered to aid you in finding each other. Appointments can be made in advance
via email before the Congress or during the Congress via the SpotMe App. The BE Session on Monday
will have 6 rounds of 10 minutes each and the BE Session on Tuesday will have 10 Rounds of 10
minutes each.
During the Session you will be able to look for your BE appointments via the SpotMe App. Each
delegate will have a picture uploaded, so you will be able to recognise each other.
Next to that, the tables will be numbered. In case you cannot find each other during the round, you
can sit down at any table with two spots free and use the SpotMe App to send your appointment a
message telling them you have an appointment & at which table you are able to meet them.
Please note; you are responsible for making your own appointments. Business Exchange participants
are free to contact each other to exchange business throughout the Congress. You will not be
provided with appointments. You can pre-schedule your meetings using the SpotMe App.

Business Exchange time & place for extra preparations
On Monday 22 October 2012 you will have two extra opportunities to do your homework &
preparations:
• At 10.30-11.00  Networking break and Business Exchange preparation
• At 15.00-15.30  Networking break and Business Exchange preparation
Room 103 will be available for preparations during the Congress, outside of the time slots when
Introductory ICCA Data Workshops are being held.
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As in the past few years, the ICCA Congress has chosen a local charity. We feel it's important to
give something back to the community where our Congress takes place. Instead of handing out
speaker gifts, a donation to the charity will be made on behalf of each speaker. There will be several
opportunities for delegates to make a donation as well.
This year's charity is the Puerto Rico Music Conservatory. The Conservatory brings to the Puerto Rican
community, especially its youth, all necessary opportunities to educate and improve their musical
abilities. The academic offering stimulates an integrated development of their artistic capabilities as
well as humanitarian and intellectual. The institution implements a contemporary approach to stay
relevant, and also promotes excellence maintaining high standards that meet the needs of today’s
professional musician demand.
Besides the academic offer, the PRMC offers studies on the beginner stage to children, youth and
adults through its Preparatory School. The reach of this school has positioned it as a cultural leader
within the Caribbean and Latin America.
As part of its commitment with society and education the Conservatory also implemented a series of
initiatives of community service. The one that we will support is:
Sistema de Orquestas y Coros Juveniles e Infantiles de Puerto Rico (System of Orchestras and
Teenagers & Children Chorus), provides access to music learning to boys, girls and youngsters of
underprivileged communities and public housing projects.

The I&MI Media Charity Golf Classic Plus
Since 2007, I&MI Media has been a loyal supporter of the congress charity.
In 2007, 2008 and 2010 through sponsoring the I&MI Charity Golf Classic, in
2009 through a charity city walking tour and in 2011 through the support of the
sustainable mobility concept. For a history of these events, please visit
http://miceplaces.com/charity.
This year, the I&MI Media Charity Golf Classic Plus [the Plus is a fun and
interesting Cooking Class] has returned to the ICCA Congress. All participant fees for the event will
be donated to the named charity because of the generous contributions of our partner sponsors Bahia
Beach Golf Course and Dragonfly Adventures.

“My Chinese Dream – from Red Guard to CEO” - Lui Ping
This year, Lui Ping from China Star Ltd. has kindly donated 50 copies of her book
called “My Chinese Dream – from Red Guard to CEO”. Delegates will be able to
purchase the books at the registration desk for USD35 each. This money will also
be donated to the charity.
This new book takes the old tried and true sent-down-to-the-countryside Chinese
Cultural Revolution memoir and turns it on its head by infusing the story with
entrepreneurial flair: using years of turmoil and despair as the launching point for
an incredible true story of dedication and single-minded determination. Far from
riding the pro-China propaganda train, My Chinese Dream is instead a startlingly
frank, warts-and-all, rags to riches fairy tale that reveals the excruciating years
of mass social reform in China in the 1960s and 1970s, while at the same time perfectly capturing
the early entrepreneurial spark of the "opening up" period of the 1980s and 1990s, when many hard
working, forward thinking Chinese businesspeople rewrote the rule book for achieving success within
the rigidly-defined social structure. This incredible true story is a must-read for anyone interested not
only in China, but in entrepreneurship, personal development, and overcoming adversity.

Final Programme, 51st ICCA Congress, incorporating the ICCA General Assembly
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Social Programme
Sunday 21 October 2012 - Welcome Event at Conservatorio de Música
The Conservatory of Music of Puerto Rico is a
public institution of higher learning that offers
undergraduate and graduate programmes aimed
at the general community. The institution has a
leadership role in the musical and cultural aspects
of Puerto Rico and is committed to preserving and
disseminating Puerto Rican musical heritage, the
Caribbean and Latin America by developing future generations of
cultural leaders. This beautiful building is located in the entrance
of Old San Juan. Enjoy a typical Patron Saint's festival set against
a backdrop of folkloric music and dance.

Monday 22 October 2012 - Cat Night at Aquasol
Co-sponsored by CAT Publications and Aquasol

AQUASOL, a water park located on one of Puerto Rico’s most famous
beaches, is the perfect setting to appeal to your senses: from the smell of
the ocean, to the sound of great music, to the taste of culinary delicacies
to the feel of the sand AQUASOL is the perfect tropical setting for CAT
Night on Monday, October 22rd.

PUBLICATIONS

Tuesday 23 October 2012 - Gala Dinner at the Puerto Rico Convention Center
Pedro Rosselló - Grand Ballroom
Sponsored by the Puerto Rico Tourism Company

Relive the golden years of salsa music in Puerto Rico. We will
transport you back in time to the late 50's. A splendid evening will
await you, and as host of the annual Salsa
World Congress, dancing will be highlight
of the event. Enjoy the last night
dancing to the magic of the
Caribbean rhythms!
Dress to Impress Awards Sponsored by HQ
Magazine
Be inspired by chic Puerto Rico styles from West Side
Story ‘50s hipster to Latin ballroom diva to Ricky
Martin’s Livin’ La Vida Loca. Whatever you decide to
wear, make sure you look hot enough for Salsa or cool
as a Pina Colada!
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Social Programme
Wednesday 24 October 2012 - 'Shanghai 2013' Reception
Meet your hosts for next year's congress destination:
Shanghai, China P.R.
The dates for the 2013 congress are 2 to 6 November. Situated
at N31°14' and E12°29', on the west shore of the Pacific Ocean,
Shanghai is an excellent sea and river port, boasting easy access
to the vast hinterland. The name Shanghai means ‘Above the Sea’,
and it was originally a fishing village. After the opening of the area
to foreign powers after 1842, the city grew rapidly and by 1954 had
become the leading city of the Far East. Today, the city continues
to grow apace and become one of China’s most important economic
centers. Shanghai accounts for 20% of the nation’s manufacturing
and contributes approximately one-sixth of the GNP (Gross National
Product) of China. The estimated population of the city is close to 18
million (with an urban population of 13 million), making Shanghai
the most populous city in China and among the world’s five largest
metropolises.

Accompanying Guests
Welcome Reception, Saturday 20 October, 17.30-19.00 hours
On Saturday from 17.30-19.00 hours, there will be a Welcome Reception for Accompanying Guests
at the Bellavista Terrace at the Sheraton. During this Welcome Reception, accompanying guests will
be given the opportunity to meet each other and to be informed about all the exciting tours and
activities.

General
The registration fee for accompanying guests includes 4 tours as well as all social events (Sunday,
Welcome Reception; Monday, CAT night; Tuesday, Gala Dinner).
All bus tours include transport in air-conditioned coaches, English speaking guides and entrance fees.
You will need to wear your badge at all times.

Meeting Point Tours
The meeting point for all tours is outside the Puerto Rico Convention Center.
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Tours Accompanying Guests
Sunday
Rainforest Tour | 21 October 9:00 – 15:00 | Lunch included
Named after the good Indian spirit, Yuquiyu, and shelter to the Taino Indians for 200 years, El Yunque is
the only tropical rainforest in the U.S. National Forest System. Spanning 28,000 acres and reaching an
elevation of 3,624 feet, the area receives over 100 billion gallons of rainfall each year. In El Yunque you
will see many unique sights and hear many unique sounds unsurpassed by any of the natural wonders.
Breathtaking views of feathery ferns, thick ropelike vines, white tuberoses, ginger, miniature orchids
and some 240 different species of trees are in abundance throughout the area. Home to the Puerto
Rican parrot, El Yunque is also a bird sanctuary and you can hear the wondrous strains of these birds
harmonizing with the tiny, inch-long coqui’s prevalent to Puerto Rico. Splashing falls and cool shaded
pools complement the total enhancement of the forest.

Monday
The Art of Cheese Making Workshop | 22 October 10:00 - 15:00 | Lunch included
The Cheese workshop will expose participants to the enjoyment of cheese making as well as the
history of cheese. With an emphasis in artisanal cheeses, topics covered will include understanding
basic cheese production techniques, milks (sheep, cow, goat, buffalo), small-scale cheese production,
fresh versus aged cheeses, cheese typology, the basics of affinage, as well as wine and cheese pairing
and serving a cheese course. Guests will learn to make in a small scale the most popular variety of
Puertorican fresh cheese, white cheeses with names like "Queso Blanco", "Panela", "Queso Fresco",
"Queso Del Pais". Learn the basics of Cheese and Wine pairing provided by QUESOS VACA NEGRA, the
only artisanal cave-aged cheeses elaborated in Puerto Rico.
After this savory experience stroll through Old San Juan's most historic section. In between mojitos and
mofongos, you'll get an insider's view of the culture, history and architecture that defines the Island
of Enchantment.

Tuesday
Old and New San Juan Biking Tour | 23 October 09:00 - 11:30
Get ready to pedal your way through the beautiful city of Old San Juan in an exhilarating bike ride
into the heart and soul of Puerto Rico. Bikes will be delivered to your hotel, riders will be greeted
by specialised and certified guides.  Aluminum bicycles, helmets and gloves will be dispersed to the
group. Water will also be provided to the group. Then riders will follow our experienced guides along
outlined routes through the Old San Juan streets, including the forts or through the Farmers Market and
Santurce Area going on to the Beaches and New San Juan district of Condado.

Wednesday
Bacardi Tour | 24 October 09:00 - 11:30
Visitors to Casa BACARDI will be guided through seven exquisitely designed and historically accurate
rooms created to engage visitors as they experience the sight, smell and taste of BACARDI rum.
Learning of the secrets of the Bacardi rum making, including the secret strain of yeast isolated in 1862
and still used today. Demonstrations by professional bartenders making BACARDI classics such as the
Cuba Libre, Mojito and Daiquirí from the Company’s “Golden Cocktail Age”. State-of-the-art technology
allowing visitors to send e-video messages to their friends from Puerto Rico against a backdrop of a
tower composed of more than 375 bottles of BACARDI rum amid a five-screen presentation of the
brand’s current commercials from around the world.
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PRCC Building - Level 1
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PRCC Building - Level 3
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The registration/information desk, tour desk, social media desk and SpotMe desk are located on the
second floor of the Puerto Rico Convention Center.
Opening Times
Friday 19 October 			
Saturday 20 October 		
Sunday 21 October 			
Monday 22 October 			
Tuesday 23 October 			
Wednesday 24 October 		

12:00-18:00
08:00-18:00
08:00-18:00
08:00-18:00
08.30-18:00
09:00-16:00

Education Programme
The primary sponsor of this year’s education
programme is the Reed Exhibition’s Global
Meetings and Events Portfolio.

Continuing Education Clock Hours
Continuing Education Clock Hours (CEs) for the Certified Meeting Professional (CMP®) Designation and
Recertification.
ICCA supports the aims of the Convention Industry Council in promoting the CMP designation as a respected
professional accreditation programme. CEs are necessary for the submission of the CMP application and
CMP re-certification. Education sessions applicable for CEs are indicated in the programme, including the
number of hours which can be obtained and the corresponding domain of the CMP International Standards.
For more information on the CMP programme visit the Convention Industry Council website at
www.conventionindustry.org
SpotMe will be used to track which education sessions you have attended. You must be present for the full
session in order to obtain your CEs. After the congress, you will have access to your SpotMe 'briefcase'.
Here you will be able view and print off a list of credits you obtained during the congress.

Expert Advice Appointments
This important element in the congress programme will enable delegates to obtain practical solutions for
their most important challenges and advice that is specifically designed for their individual needs and
unlocks a tremendous expertise that exists within the ICCA membership. Delegates are able to book
appointments with the experts through the SpotMe App. The expert advice appointment area is located
on level 1.

Research One on One Appointments
Sponsored by PSAV

In an intensive half an hour you will have the opportunity to sit with one of ICCA’s experienced Researchers
and together make & save a selection of potential business profiles for you to work on when you return to
the office. For the experienced user we offer the possibility to focus on new developments, sophisticated
search options, and creative uses of the available data. We promise to answer (almost) every question you
might bring to this session, so please don’t be shy!

Delegates are able to book appointments with the experts through the SpotMe App. The research One
on One Appointments take place in Meeting Room 103.
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Friday 19 October
Whole day

Transfers from airport to official hotel

12:00-18:00 Registration

Saturday 20 October
Whole day

Transfers from airport to official hotel

08.00-18.00

Registration

09.00-12.00

Optional Walking Tour

13.00-16.00

Optional Walking Tour

14.30-17.30

First Time Attendees Introduction Programme

17.30-19.00

ICCA Board of Directors Welcome Drinks for
First Time Attendees

17.30-19.00

Accompanying Guests Welcome Reception

Sunday 21 October
Whole day

Transfers from airport to official hotel

08.00-18.00 Registration
09.00-10.30 Sector Meetings
10.30-11.00 Networking Break
11.00-12.00 Sector Education
12.00-13.30 Lunch sponsored by
International Meetings Review
13.30-14.30 Sector Education
14.30-15.00 Networking Break
15.00-16.30 Chapter meetings
16.30-16.45 Short break
16.45-18.15 ICCA General Assembly
From 18.30

Transfers to Welcome Event

19.00-22.00 Official opening & Welcome Event
From 21.00

Transfer to hotel
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Congress at a glance
Monday 22 October
Whole day

Expert Advice Appointments /
Research one-on-one appointments

08.00-18.00

Registration

08.30-09.00

Business Exchange Introduction Session

09.00-10.30

Education Set 1

10.30-11.00

Networking Break

11.00-12.30

Education Set 2

12.30-14.00

Lunch sponsored by IMEX

14.00-15.00

Education Set 3

15.00-15.30

Networking Break

15.30-16.30

Education Set 3 continued

16.30-16.45

Networking break

16.45-18.00

Business Exchange | Fringe Meetings

19.00-23.00

CAT night

Tuesday 23 October
Whole day

Expert Advice Appointments /
Research one-on-one appointments

08.30-18.00

Registration

09.00-10.30

Best Marketing Award

10.30-11.00

Networking Break

11.00-12.30

Education Set 1

12.30-14.00

Lunch

14.00-15.30

Education Set 2

15.30-16.00

Networking Break

16.00-18.00

Business Exchange | Fringe Meetings

19.00-23.30

Gala Dinner

Wednesday 24 October
Whole day

Expert Advice Appointments/
Research one-on-one appointments

09.00-16.00

Registration

09.30-10.30

Copenhagen Lecture

10.30-11.00

Networking Break

11.00-12.30

Education Set 1

12.30-14.00

Lunch

14.00-15.30

Education Set 2

15.30-16.00

Networking Break

16.00-17.00

Closing Session

17.00-18.00

Next Destination Reception

Thursday 25 October
09.00-12.00

Optional Walking Tour
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Time

Description

Whole day

Transfers from airport to official hotel

08.00-18.00

Registration

09.00-12.00

Optional Walking City Tour

13.00-16.00

Optional Walking City Tour

14.30-17.30

First Time Attendees Introduction Programme

17.30-19.00

ICCA Board of Directors Welcome Drinks for
First Time Attendees

Level

Room

2

Foyer

3

Ballroom B

3

Foyer
Bellavista

17.30-19.00

Accompanying Guests Welcome Reception

Terrace,
Sheraton
Hotel

First Time Attendees Introduction Programme, 14.30-17.30
A Warm Welcome to First Time Attendees
Sponsored by the Meetings Mindset
A warm welcome to First Time Attendees!
You are not alone! There are at least another 200 people in the same boat
as you. All First Time Attendees just like you!
A room full of strangers is not an uncommon setting for people in business. That room is also often
a haven of golden opportunities for business networking, initiating new contacts and seeding new
relationships. The aim of the First Time Attendees session, as well as the entire Congress, is to enable
you to seize these golden opportunities and enable you to return to your offices with new knowledge,
new solutions, new business contacts and new friends!
The Saturday first timers session is split into 2 sections. In the first half you’ll be introduced to the
fantastic association that is ICCA – the people behind it and how to make the most of membership.
Membership, as well as congress attendance, brings a host of business opportunities and here you’ll
learn how to make the most of what’s on offer.
The second half of the session focuses on your personal performance in San Juan and is delivered
by Meetings Performance Consultant and CEO of the Meetology® Group – Jonathan Bradshaw. ICCA
knows that you the participants are the most important part of the Congress here in Puerto Rico
and in this interactive and light hearted session you will be offered a host of suggestions to help
you mentally, physically and practically performance at your very best. The session is sponsored by
the Meetology® Group’s performance division - Meetings Mindset® - who also designed and built
the ICCA Online Performance Center that you were encouraged to use prior to the congress and is
accessible via the SpotMe App.
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You will find that ICCA’s culture is one where experiences, skills, ideas and even business leads are
passed on freely between members so, to benefit from this unique culture, it is essential to be able to
interact with your fellow professional right from the start. After this session you’ll be fully prepared,
ready to have an exceptional, fulfilling and profitable congress experience.
Mentors
A select group of experienced ICCA members has volunteered to devote some of their time to provide
advice and guidance for First Time Attendees. They will certainly be present at the Introduction
Programme on Saturday, however you are also more than welcome to approach them during the
entire Congress and even get in touch with them after the event. Please do make use of their
generosity and ask them any questions you might have.
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Time

Description

All day

Transfers from airport to official hotel

08.00-18.00 Registration

Level
2

Room
Foyer

09.00-10.30 Sector Meetings
Destination Marketing Sector

3

Ballroom B

Meetings Management Sector

2

208

Meetings Support Sector

2

209

Transport Sector

2

201-B

Venues Sector

3

Ballroom A

2

208

SE102: Time to rethink your pricing strategy

3

Ballroom B

SE103: The 2012 Venue Trend Survey

2

209

3

Foyer

3

Ballroom B

2

208

2

209

10.30-11.00 Networking Break
11.00-12.00 Sector Education Set 1 (SE1)
SE101: “The Island of Enchantment”: All you need to
know about Puerto Rico

12.00-13.30 Lunch sponsored by International Meetings Review
13.30-14.30 Sector Education Set 2 (SE2)
SE201: Times of turbulence are always the best
times...because everything changes
SE202: Maximising the legacy from major events
from a Venue perspective: Learning from the London
Olympic Experience
SE203: What is really happening today in the
International Association meetings sector?
14.30-15.00 Networking Break
15.00-16.30 Chapter meetings
African

2

201-A

Asia Pacific

3

Ballroom A

Central European

3

Ballroom B

France – Benelux

2

202

Iberian

1

101-B

Latin American

2

208

Middle East

1

101-A

Mediterranean

2

201-B

North American

2

209

Scandinavian

1

102

UK/Ireland

1

104

3

Ballroom A

16.30-16.45 Short break
16.45-18.15 ICCA General Assembly
From 18.30

Transfers to Welcome Event

19.00-21.00 Welcome Event
From 21.00

Transfers to hotel
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Sector Meetings, 09:00-10:30

Delegates attend their sector meeting during this time to discuss internal business matters. The
agendas for these meetings have been set by the Chairpersons and volunteer working groups, to
address some of the big issues which concern members in each Sector.

Sector Education Set 1 (SE1), 11:00-12:00
Please refer to your SpotMe App live programme for the most up to date information!
Please note that during the Sector education sessions, delegates are free to attend any Sector meeting
whose agenda is relevant to their business needs, and are not required to only attend the meeting of
the Sector to which their company belongs.  Some agenda items are specific to the Sector members,
but many items have a broader dimension that will be of interest to a wide range of members.

SE101: “The Island of Enchantment”: All you need to
know about Puerto Rico
Location: Room 208

Speaker: Mario Gonzalez Lafuente, Member of the US Travel & Tourism Advisory Board
Description: Traveling is part of our daily business within the meetings industry. But how many
times have you missed the opportunity to get familiar with the destination, its culture and its people
when travelling on business? The next few days the wonderful island of Puerto Rico will be our home.
Here’s a once in a life-time opportunity to get first-hand knowledge of what the island of Puerto Rico
has to offer.

SE102: Time to rethink your pricing strategy
Location: Ballroom B

Speaker: Dr. Andreas Hinterhuber, Partner, Hinterhuber & Partners, Austria
Description: Pricing has an immediate and substantial impact on profitability. Most companies based
their prices on either costs or competitor prices. In this workshop we will discuss how companies can
implement value-based pricing strategies for increased profitability. We will also present a framework
which participants can use to assess as well as to improve the effectiveness of their pricing strategies
(the "pricing capability grid"). At the end of the workshop participants will have a sound understanding
of value-based pricing strategies; participants also will have gained valuable insights about which
areas to address in order to improve profitability via pricing. We will illustrate key principles of valuebased pricing and of pricing excellence with case studies from a variety of service industries.

SE103: The 2012 Venue Trend Survey
Location: Room 209

Speaker: Renate Dobler-Jerabek, Director Congresses & Events, Messe Wien Exhibition & Congress
Center, Austria
Description: WiFi, sustainability, economic impact measurements - which tools will help you to keep
on track on the route to success for conference centers? The Venue Trend Survey – a benchmark
survey designed by the Sector for the Sector – can help you define your current position and give you
ideas how to navigate around the bends and bumps along this journey.
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SE201: Times of turbulence are always the best times...
because everything changes
Location: Ballroom B

Moderator:
Eric Chou, CMP, Sales Manager, International Associations, Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Canada
Panel:
Ivo Franschitz, Owner/Managing Director, dm&c | destination management & consulting gesmbh,
Austria
Xavier Guillemin , Market Director, Accor Hotels, France
Martin N. Jensen, Vice President,
IPCAA - International Pharmaceutical Congress Advisory
Association, Switzerland
Christian Mutschlechner, Director, Vienna Convention Bureau, Austria
Marie-France Polidori, Manager Business Development, Montreal Convention Centre, Canada
Description: The global meeting industry is changing more rapidly than ever before. Destinations
and suppliers are competing to develop new products, and they are using innovative ways to promote
themselves and make their services available to clients. Meeting planners are under pressure to
deliver high-quality events adopting new technology and sustainability while having to cut costs. How
can the entire meeting industry value chain of clients and suppliers work closely together to produce
better events? In this session a panel of experts will discuss the latest trends in our industry and
identify ways to overcome the challenges ahead of us.

SE202: Maximising the legacy from major events from
a Venue perspective: Learning from the London Olympic
Experience
Location: Room 208

Speaker: James Rees, Director of Conference & Events, ExCel London, United Kingdom
Description: The Olympic and Paralympic Games were both a challenge and opportunity for London
in 2012. With a £9 billion budget, and following the spectacular Beijing Games, expectations were set
high. Find out how London prepared for 11.5 million visitors and around 78 million public transport
journeys under the TV gaze of 1 in 3 of the World’s population and the legacy that the Games have
provided for the meetings industry.
The management team at ExCeL London were involved throughout the bidding process, build-up
and delivery of the Games and the venue itself was the most complex in the history of the Modern
Olympics, with a third of all medals awarded during 7 Olympic and 6 Paralympic Sports.
Detailed insight will be provided into the lessons learned in an 8-year build-up to the Games and
how those lessons might apply to ICCA members involved with major citywide events in the future.
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SE203: What is really happening today in the International
Association meetings sector?
Location: Room 209

Moderator: Enrico Zuffi, Association Conferences Marketing Manager,  Geneva Convention Bureau,
Switzerland
Format: Open Space Knowledge Exchange
Description: We know that international association congresses have been the most resilient
sector during the period of global financial and economic turbulence since 2008, but we are hearing
some anecdotal evidence that even they are starting to feel some negative effects. But what is
the true picture around the world? Are delegate numbers still matching organisers’ and venues’
predictions? Are PCOs struggling to help associations raise sponsorship or sell exhibition space?
Are these congresses facing different situations in different countries? Are healthcare associations
suffering more than science or trade-related associations? Are regional events doing better than
global events? Are some events likely to be cancelled for financial reasons? Come and share your
latest insider knowledge about the association events you’ve recently hosted or helped to organise,
so that everyone can gain a more complete picture about how the current and future health of the
market.
In a world of continuing economic slowdown and crisis more and more business are feeling the effect
of it. The recent IMEX survey of association buyers has already proven that association meetings are
feeling the effects, but what is the situation really like? Come to this session and share with your
peers how it is affecting you!
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Time
Whole day

Description

Level

Room

Expert Advice Appointments /
ICCA Data one-on-one appointments

08.30-09.00

Business Exchange Introduction Session

09.00-10.30

Monday Education Set 1 (ME1)
ME101: The rise and rise of patient power:
implications and opportunities for medical events
ME102: Ethics in bidding for international events
ME103: Principles of key account management –
wisdom and fresh perspectives from other industries
ME104: Developing stronger international meetings
markets in the Caribbean & Central American region
ME105: Opportunities for developing new association
events at trade fairs
ME106: Introductory ICCA Data Workshop

10.30-11.00

Networking Break

11.00-12.30

Monday Education Set 2 (ME2)
ME201: The future of “official airline” status

2

201

3

Ballroom B

2

208

2

209

2

202

1

104

1

103

2

208

2

202

2

209

1

104

ME202: Everything you wanted to know about
working with AMCs (Association Management
Companies)
ME203: iPads and tablets: New applications for
meeting planners, exhibitors and venues
ME204: Meetings sickness: My search for a scientific
cure
ME205: Future frontiers in science and technology

3

Ballroom B

12.30-14.00

Lunch sponsored by IMEX

3

Foyer

14.00-15.00

Monday Education Set 3 (ME3)
ME301: New models of collaboration

2

208

ME302: ICCA University research projects

2

202

3

Ballroom B

ME304: Advanced bidding session

2

209

ME305: Media relations

1

104

ME303: Fundamentals of bidding for international
association meetings

13.30-16.00

ME306: Outside the Box – Bacardi Factory

Offsite session
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Time

Description

15.00-15.30

Networking Break

15.30-16.30

Education Set 3 continued

16.30-16.45

Networking break

16.45-18.00

Business Exchange | Fringe Meetings

Level

Room

Business Exchange Session

3

Ballroom B

Best Cities

2

201-B

Australian Committee Meeting

2

201-A

Etouches

2

202

From 18.00

Transfers to CAT night

19.00-23.00

CAT night

From 21.00

Transfers from CAT night

BRINGING YOU TO THE HEART
OF THE MEETINGS INDUSTRY

FOR OVER A DECADE

IMEX
It can only be IMEX. The high-energy event of
the year where savvy buyers get great business
done in just three days. Where you can network
with 3,500 exhibitors and over 10,000 other
senior decision makers from around the world
in a buzzing, dynamic atmosphere.

That’s why every year we work to evolve the IMEX
experience, bringing together exhibitors, speakers
and industry gurus that you won’t find anywhere
else. We’re excited about what the future will
bring for the meetings world and we look forward
to being right at the heart of it with you.

Run by meetings professionals for meetings
professionals, IMEX is the show with a team
who really do have the industry expertise and
passion to take your business forward.

HERE’S TO THE NEXT
10 YEARS.

KEEP YOUR FINGER ON THE PULSE OF
THE INDUSTRY. COME TO IMEX 2013.

+44 (0)1273 227311

CALL
E-MAIL INFO@IMEXEXHIBITIONS.COM

IMEX-FRANKFURT.COM

The essential worldwide exhibition for
incentive travel, meetings and events.
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Monday Education Set 1 (ME1), 09:00-10:30
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ME101: The rise and rise of patient power: implications and
opportunities for medical events
Ballroom B

Moderator: Gill Schreiber, Managing Director, Liberty Congress, Austria
Panel:
Prof. Dr. Wieland Kiess, MD, Director Hospital for Children and Adolescents Head Department of
Women and Child Health University Hospitals, University of Leipzig, Germany
Elizabeth Pollard, Executive Director, World Parkinson Coalition, U.S.A.
Bright Simons, President, mPedigree Network, Ghana
Format: Panel discussion
Audience: Of particular interest for anyone working with or hosting healthcare congresses
Description: Patients are better informed than ever before, and medical events are increasingly
finding it vital to engage with and involve patient groups as well as providing professional education
for doctors and networking opportunities for pharmaceutical and medical device companies. This
session explores the trends that are emerging in the patient-doctor relationship, discusses how
healthcare meetings will have to evolve as a result, and provides some case studies that illustrate
both the challenges and advantages of bringing patients into the meetings mix.
CMP-IS Domain: A. Strategic Planning
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours

ME102: Ethics in bidding for international events
Room 208

Moderator: Juan José Garcia, Director of Marketing & Sales, Vibo Congresos, Spain
Panel:
Miranda Barrett, Vice President, Membership Development, Entrepreneurs' Organization (EO), U.S.A.
Mariano Castex, Managing Director, MCI Latin America (INCON Group), Argentina
Kitty Wong, President, K&A International Co., Ltd, Chinese Taipei
Format: Panel discussion + round table discussions
Audience: Delegates involved in bidding and related strategy/policy issues
Description: When does competition in our industry cross over the line that separates aggressive
but fair bidding behaviour from unethical and inherently unfair practices? Are subventions and
subsidies simply legalised bribes, or are we looking at the competitive playing field through different
cultural lenses? This session considers the pressures that are increasing as a result of both supply
side competition and the demands of certain clients, and will provide insights into a controversial area
that is too rarely discussed.
CMP-IS Domain: J. Professionalism
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours
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Room 209

Moderator: Quirine Laman Trip, Kenes Group Director Business Development, Kenes Group, The
Netherlands
Speakers:
Dr. Andreas Hinterhuber, Partner, Hinterhuber & Partners, Austria
Richard Reasons, President, simpleview, inc., U.S.A.
Hans Rissmann, OBE, CEO, Edinburgh International Conference Centre (EICC), United Kingdom
Format: Lecture + panel response + round table discussions
Audience: General interest; particular interest for those involved in designing client management
processes
Description: Business consultant Dr Andreas Hinterhuber will outline some of the latest thinking on
Key Account Management principles and practices, drawing on numerous innovative examples from
outside the meetings industry. This will be followed by a discussion led by ICCA experts in this field
about how our own industry can improve the way we manage our most important client relationships.
Technology offers some solutions, but is "high touch" expertise just as important as having the right
"high-tech" tools?

ME104: Developing stronger international meetings markets in the
Caribbean & Central American region
Room 202

Moderator: Neil Mullanaphy, Acting President & CEO, Puerto Rico Convention Bureau, Puerto Rico
Panel:
Dittie Guise, General Manager, Montego Bay Convention Centre, Jamaica
Francisco Vergara, Executive Director, Cartagena de Indias Tourism Board, Columbia
Format: Panel discussion + round table discussions
Audience: Delegates from Caribbean, Central America, northern parts of South America, and those
interested in doing business in this region (e.g. PCOs)
Description: Many countries in the Caribbean and Central American regions share the same strategic
challenges in relation to establishing themselves as successful international meetings destinations.
Many are only just starting to develop the necessary infrastructure that planners expect, local
association membership is often under-developed, leisure tourism investment and marketing receives
dramatically more political attention and funding than meetings, and the link between international
meetings and economic development goals is not often well understood. This session discusses what
changes are needed to accelerate the growth of meetings, and discusses the potential benefits that
would arise for individual countries and local companies across both regions.
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ME105: Opportunities for developing new association events at trade
fairs
Room 104

Moderator:
Paul Woodward, Managing Director, UFI, The Global Association of the Exhibition Industry, France
Panel:
Dick Blatt, President, Planar World Consulting, U.S.A.
Edgar Hirt, Managing Director, CCH - Congress Center Hamburg, Germany
Lewis Shomer, Executive Director, SISO (Society of Independent Show Organisers), U.S.A.
Format: Panel discussion
Audience: General interest; particular interest for delegates responsible for setting strategies for
their companies and destinations
Description: The boundaries between trade fairs and congresses are in many cases becoming
blurred, as innovative trade fair organisers increase the scale and sophistication of their education
programmes and reach out to set up partnerships with relevant associations. Should more trade
fair organisers (venue-based and global) search out strategic co-location opportunities with key
association events? UFI and ICCA are collaborating on this session to not only identify how more
international association events could be linked to trade fairs (including interesting case studies), but
also to investigate how closer ties between ICCA and UFI could create new business opportunities
for both sets of members.
CMP-IS Domain: A. Strategic Planning
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours

ME106: Introductory ICCA Data Workshop
Sponsored by PSAV
Room 103

Session leaders: ICCA Data Researchers
Description: Introductory ICCA Data Workshops will take place Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
morning. These Workshops provide a general introduction to ICCA's unique online Association
Database including the Hot Leads, Key Contacts, Calendar and other services which ICCA offers. You
will learn how to use these research tools through in-depth demonstrations and case studies.
For specific questions, or advanced research matters, you can book a half hour one-on-one session
with a researcher via SpotMe.
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ME201: The future of “official airline” status
Room 208

Moderator: Eduardo Sanovicz, President, Brazilian Association of Airline Companies (Abear), Brazil
Panel:
Jorge Franz, Vice President of International Convention Sales and Tourism, Greater Houston
Convention & Visitors Bureau, U.S.A.
Edward Hollo, Sales Coordinator, SkyTeam Global Meetings, The Netherlands
Zenab Mohamed, Sales Development Controller, Emirates, U.A.E.
Format: Panel discussion
Audience: General interest
Description: We all know that airlines are a crucial part of the international meetings mix,
transporting millions of delegates around the world each year. We also know that delegates are
in theory some of the most valuable passengers that airlines can hope to attract. But when we try
to address how organisers should best work with airlines, or how destinations and other meetings
suppliers can create the most effective working partnerships, or how airlines themselves can capture
a bigger slice of the meetings market, there appears to be no consensus on the best approach to
take.   For decades, “official airline” status has been at the centre of airlines’ relationship with the
meetings industry, but the nature of this concept is having to dramatically evolve as the airline
business itself undergoes a revolutionary shift. In this session, representatives from airlines, airline
alliances and destinations which have close working relationships with airlines discuss the merits of
different models of collaboration, and what “official airline” status might look like in the future.

ME202: Everything you wanted to know about working with AMCs
(Association Management Companies)
Room 202

Speakers / facilitators:
Terrance Barkan CAE, Chief Strategist, GLOBALSTRAT, U.S.A.
Gregg H. Talley, FASAE, CAE, President & CEO, Talley Management Group, U.S.A.
Format: Presentations + round table discussions
Audience: General interest; particular interest to delegates interested in US association sector
Description: Association Management Companies (AMC's) are becoming far more prevalent in all
regions of the world, but are particularly influential in the U.S.A..  As key "gatekeepers" to the end
association clients whose meetings ICCA members are trying to win or work with, understanding how
these companies are structured and operate is becoming increasingly important, and identifying the
longer-term trends in the AMC market is vital to avoid missing out on business opportunities.
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ME203: iPads and tablets: New applications for meeting planners,
exhibitors and venues
Room 209

Session leader: Corbin Ball, CSP, CMP, CEO, Corbin Ball Associates, U.S.A.
Format: Lecture + hands-on demonstrations
Audience: General interest
Description: Since the introduction of the iPad two years ago, more than 100 tablet devices have hit
the market. These highly intuitive, mobile devices with easy to read screens are changing the way we
access information and connect at events. Mobile conference programs, interactive exhibit guides/
floor plans, lead retrieval, mobile blogging, hotel sales kits, portable conference specifications, event
way finding, and a huge range of travel tools are just a few of the applications available.
Come see what is hot in this area with lots of application demonstrations. Bring your iPad or tablet
and be prepared to share your favourite as well.
Learner objectives:
• Identify the major mobile and tablet trends and their impact and promise to the events and
venue industry.
• Receive dozens of ideas, links and tools to assist in events, communication, travel and more
that you can start using today.
• Learn from each other with the opportunity to share your favorite event-related mobile and
tablet app.
CMP-IS Domain: A. Strategic Planning
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours

ME204: Meetings sickness: My search for a scientific cure
Room 104

Speaker: Dr. Jon Sutton, Lead Psychologist,  The Meetology® Group, United Kingdom
Moderator: Jon Bradshaw, Founder & CEO,  The Meetology® Group, United Kingdom
Format: Lecture + round table discussion
Audience: General interest; particular interest for those organising and attending meetings
Description: Chartered Psychologist Dr Jon Sutton outlines a growing partnership between science
and the meetings industry. How can we take an evidence-based approach to improving the meetings
experience? A personal journey through some weird and wonderful findings could hold the key.
Discussion will focus on how the industry can access the research, and even participate in it, in order
to make meetings of all types more effective and enjoyable.

Make it so

Create a unique tartan
for our association

Deliver a City Smartphone
App that gives us sponsorship
revenue streams

Light up the city buildings
at night with our association
brand colours

Train Glasgow’s hospitality
industry to be proactive and
responsive to our delegates
living with Parkinson’s

Only in Glasgow
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Ballroom B

Speaker / facilitator: Rohit Talwar, BA, MBA, CEO, Fast Future, United Kingdom
Format: Lecture + round table discussion
Audience: General interest
Description: Which emerging science and technology sectors could provide major congress
opportunities for the meetings industry in the coming decade? How might radical advances in human
enhancement science impact the design of events and our performance as individuals?
In this eye-opening session, global futurist Rohit Talwar will draw on new research work he's been
undertaking on the frontiers of science and technology for global clients including the American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). Rohit will showcase what is happening in the
realms of science and technology, highlighting emerging fields of study that are likely to drive the
creation of major new congresses. He will highlight how Cybermedicine, synthetic biology, targeted
drug therapies, and major advances in genetics will be driving the evolution of healthcare meetings.
Rohit will also explain how strange new materials, previously unimaginable technologies, and the
convergence between sicentific disciplines will similarly open new opportunities in a wide range of
technological and scientific congress fields. Finally, he will present fascinating examples of how these
advances are being applied to enhance our mental performance, physical strength and resistance
to disease. Delegates will then have the chance to discuss what new business opportunities will
be created by these trends, not only in terms of identifying new congresses but also exploring the
potential impact throughout our industry (enhanced venues, radical new event designs, boosted
delegate performance, etc).
CMP-IS Domain: A. Strategic Planning
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours

Monday Education Set 3 (ME3), 14:00-16:30
(including 30 minute networking break from 15:00-15:30)

Please refer to your SpotMe App live programme for the most up to date information!

ME301: New models of collaboration
Room 208

Moderator: Michel Couturier, CDME, President, Marketing Challenges International Inc., U.S.A.
Panel:
Marta Gomes, Congress Department Director, VIPARIS, France
Anna Gorska, Chief Executive Officer,  Gdansk Convention Bureau, Poland
Elliott Ferguson, President and CEO, Washington DC Convention & Tourism Corporation, U.S.A.
Lennart Johansson, Director, Gothenburg Convention Bureau, Sweden
Format: Case studies + round table discussions
Audience: General interest; particular interest for marketing specialists
Description: This follow-up of innovative partnership case studies first introduced at 2011 ICCA
Congress will look at how successful the new models described at that session have actually been
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over the past 12 months. Additional new models will also be introduced, and the session will explore
how to design standardised Key Performance Indicators to help members effectively evaluate their
collaborative projects and partnerships.
CMP-IS Domain: A. Strategic Planning
Clock Hours: 2 hours

ME302: ICCA University research projects
Room 202

Moderator: Renate Dobler-Jerabek, Director Congresses & Events, Messe Wien Exhibition & Congress
Center, Austria
Speakers:
Lise Lyck, Centre Director, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark
Martin Robertson, Director of Honours Programs and Lecturer, Event Management, School of
International Business, Victoria University, Australia
Prof. Helmut Schwägermann, Programme Director, Hochschule Osnabrueck University of Applied
Sciences, Germany
Format: Case studies + round table discussions
Audience: General interest
Description: ICCA has commissioned member universities to carry out research projects which
combine academic rigour with relevance to the business objectives of ICCA members. Studies whose
results will be announced and discussed at the Congress include:
University Project 1:
Australia, Victoria University
Title: Ambassador Programmes
Presenter: Martin Robertson
Description: The Victoria University will conduct a cross-country study of ambassador motives for
bidding in two locations (Melbourne and Malaysia).
University Project 2:
Denmark, Copenhagen Business School
Title: Sustainability in the meetings industry
Presenter: Lise Lyck
Description: The project will set out to determine the role of sustainability in the meetings industry,
i.e. whether sustainability is driving the creation of entirely new series of events or whether the
trend is that traditional meetings are merely developed through stronger sustainability content.
University Project 3:
Germany, Hochschule Osnabrueck
Title: Chinas Outbound Meeting Business
Presenter: Helmut Schwägermann
Description: The focus of the research project will be the future outbound meeting business of
China with the view on:
- individual delegates/groups of delegates at international meetings
     - Chinese decision makers influencing international meetings (destinations)
     - China based or influenced events going abroad.
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Delegates will have the opportunity to discuss other areas of research that they would like ICCA to
initiate.

ME303: Fundamentals of bidding for international association meetings
Ballroom B

Session leader: Henrik von Arnold, Director,
Bureau, Sweden

Stockholm Visitors Board / Stockholm Convention

Format: Presentation + round table group work
Audience: Delegates who have recently taken on responsibility for this sector and who wish to learn
basic bidding principles. NOT for experienced bidders.
Description: Henrik von Arnold will walk delegates through the key principles of how to design and
present effective bid documents and proposals, best practices, decision-making criteria, and common
mistakes. Please note, this session is for beginners who have not attended Henrik’s session in the
past.
CMP-IS Domain: B. Project Management
Clock Hours: 2 hours

ME304: Advanced bidding session
Room 209

Session leader: Christian Mutschlechner, Director, Vienna Convention Bureau, Austria
Speakers / facilitators:
Andreas Abold, CEO, abold GmbH, Germany
Alice Au, Director of International Sales, Tourism Toronto / Toronto Convention Bureau, Canada
Eric Chou, CMP, Sales Manager, International Associations, Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Canada
Amelia Roziman, Global Marketing and Communications Director, Sarawak Convention Bureau,
Malaysia
Format: Round table sharing of case studies
Pre-registration required - only for delegates who have been directly involved in at least three
successful international congress bids
Description: A cross-section of experienced bidders will share personal stories of failure, success,
and creativity with regard to their recent participation in bidding for international events, followed by
round table exchanges of ideas. This is not a session for those who do not have extensive hands-on
experience in the bidding process, since every participant will be required to contribute their expertise
and ideas to the discussions!
Note: Please bring to the session details of one bid you have lost for group discussion.
CMP-IS Domain: B. Project Management
Clock Hours: 2 hours
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ME305: Media relations
Room 104

Moderator: Roger Kellerman, Publisher, Meetings International, Sweden
Discussion leaders:
Martin Balmer, International Sales Manager, Conference and Travel Publications Ltd, United Kingdom
Betsy Bair, Editorial Director, MEETINGSNET Magazines & E-Media, Penton Media, U.S.A.
Cécile Caiati-Koch, Managing Director MIM Europe & HeadQuarters magazine, Belgium
Bill LaViolette, Managing Director, I&MI Media / micePlaces.com, France
Alexandra Yeomans, Managing Director, CIM Australasia, Australia
Plus other ICCA media members
Format: Round table discussions
Audience: Of particular interest for delegates responsible for PR/media strategy and delivery
Description: Representatives from ICCA media and publishing companies will lead discussions about
best practice to maximize the effectiveness of your media relations relating to such topics as: building
brand awareness; stimulating response; launching new products/initiatives; crisis management; etc.
Bring in your own media-related concerns and objectives to obtain expert advice.
CMP-IS Domain: I. Marketing
Clock Hours: 2 hours

ME306: Outside the Box – Bacardi Factory
Offsite session

Speaker: Jaime López-Díaz, Eng., Executive Director, Puerto Rico Convention Center District Authority
Format: Offsite session
Audience: General interest (pre-registered delegates only)
Description: How has Bacardi embraced the experiential marketing concept, and how has this
changed their business model? What role do live events and meetings play in creating an authentic
and unique brand? Visit the Bacardi distillery and visitor centre and hear about this iconic brand’s
marketing strategy.
(Please note, the transfer to the Bacardi Factory will leave at 13.30)
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Please refer to your SpotMe App live programme for the most up to date information!

Time

Description

Whole day

Expert Advice Appointments /
ICCA Data one-on-one appointments

09.00-10.30

Best Marketing Award

10.30-11.00

Networking Break

11.00-12.30

Tuesday Education Set 1 (TE1)

Level

Room

3

Ballroom A

TE101: Super-broadband: the future challenges of WiFi
and connectivity at international events

1

104

TE102: Why and when to bid for the ICCA Congress

2

202

TE103: Sustainability showcase

2

208

TE104: Models for structuring city convention bureaux
and other destination marketing organisations

2

209

TE105: Delegate boosting – the best way to show clients
you care?

3

Ballroom B

TE106: Introductory ICCA Data Workshop

1

103

12.30-14.00

Lunch

3

Foyer

14.00-15.30

Tuesday Education Set 2 (TE2)
TE201: How “Net Promoter” companies thrive in a
customer-driven world

3

Ballroom A

TE202: The sex appeal of big brains

2

208

TE203: Business culture workshop

2

209

TE204:  Into the unknown: how to find events you never
knew existed!

1

104

TE205: Understanding Brazil and Brazilians: meetingsrelated business opportunities

2

202

14.00-16.00

TE206: Outside the Box – Master Plan San Juan

15.30-16.00

Networking Break

16.00-18.00

Business Exchange | Fringe Meetings

19.00-23.30

Offsite
session

Business Exchange Session

3

Ballroom B

Convention Centres Global Alliance

2

208

Best Cities

2

201-B

Gala Dinner sponsored by
Puerto Rico Tourism Company

3

Grand
Ballroom
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Plenary Session – ICCA Best Marketing Award 2012,
09:00-10:30
Sponsored by Bedouk Event Sourcing Solutions

Ballroom A

Moderator: Patrick Delaney, Managing Director, Ovation Global DMC, Ireland
Judging Panel:
Chairman:
Patrick Delaney, Managing Director, Ovation Global DMC, Ireland
Members:
Simone Sfeir, Director of Sales, Bedouk Events Sourcing Solutions, France, Sponsor
Juan José Garcia, Vibo Congresos, ICCA Board Representative
Sólveig Lilja Einarsdóttir, Iceland Convention and Incentive Bureau, winner 2010
Aileen Crawford, Glasgow City Marketing Bureau, winner 2011
Finalists:
Artion Conferences and Events
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre
MEET TAIWAN
Netherlands Board of Tourism & Conventions
Since it was launched in 1997, the ICCA Best Marketing Award has become one of the industry’s
most prized accolades, recognising high levels of creativity and business acumen in a competitive
marketplace. At this plenary session, this year’s short-listed contestants will present their campaigns
and the audience will have a say in selecting the winner. The winner will receive a marketing package
from ICCA and Bedouk publications worth over EURO 20,000.

Tuesday Education Set 1 (TE1), 11:00-12:30

Please refer to your SpotMe App live programme for the most up to date information!

TE101: Super-broadband: the future challenges of WiFi and connectivity
at international events
Room 104

Moderator / Panel: Please see SpotMe App programme for details
Format: Panel discussion + round table discussions
Audience: General interest; particular interest for venues, PCOs, and tech companies
Description: Demand for broadband services is starting to outstrip available infrastructure as
delegates arrive with multiple devices (phone, tablet, laptop) that they expect to be fully connected
at all times, and with increasing expectations to be able to download extensive data from their home
offices and to access high definition video when conference sessions get too boring!  Events are all
turning Hybrid, with dramatic increases in demand for content to be provided to external audiences,
further pressuring the infrastructure. And now internal AV is also starting to migrate to the “cloud”.
What pricing policies can help venues cope with these inevitable trends; what new technologies are
emerging to help increase bandwidth; what type of investments are venues having to make; how can
ICCA members improve their competitiveness by understanding these trends?
CMP-IS Domain: A. Strategic Planning
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours
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Room 202

Moderator: Martin Sirk, CEO, ICCA, The Netherlands
Panel:
André Kaldenhoff, Director of Congress Department, Congress Center Leipzig, Germany
Dirk Elzinga, Consultant to the Management, Cape Town International Convention Centre (CTICC),
South Africa
Vichaya Soonthornsaratoon, Meetings Industry Director, Thailand Convention & Exhibition Bureau,
Thailand
Format: Case studies and round table discussions
Audience: General interest, particularly for destinations which are considering to bid for the ICCA
flagship event
Description: Perhaps the toughest job in our industry is putting on a global event for eagle-eyed
meetings industry professionals, yet every year between six and eight destinations bid for the right
to host the ICCA Congress. Find out from past winners why they decided to bid, how they designed
business objectives that justified the investment of money and time, the practical steps they took
to take advantage of hosting the event, and other inside advice. As well as raising a destination's
profile with international meetings professionals, find out how other objectives can be met: building
destination teamwork; obtaining government recognition or investment; obtaining international
endorsement for national projects; changing perceptions (national and international); educating local
industry members; etc. ICCA CEO Martin Sirk as moderator will share his own insights into how to
get the most out of the Congress.

TE103: Sustainability showcase
Room 208

Faculty: Please see SpotMe App programme for details
Format: Open space knowledge exchange
Audience: General interest
Description: An opportunity for ICCA members to share their latest sustainability/Green initiatives,
in terms of practices, marketing, policy, and advocacy. In partnership with the Green Meetings
Industry Council, this is an excellent opportunity to showcase ICCA members' work in areas such as
water conservation and recycling; waste management; sustainable food policy; energy efficiency;
support for disadvantaged groups in local communities, and more.
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TE104: Models for structuring city convention bureaux and other
destination marketing organisations
Room 209

Faculty: Please see SpotMe App programme for details
Format: Round table case studies
Audience: Particularly relevant for delegates from Destination Marketing Sector, and for members planning to
set up new destination marketing organisations
Description: Driven both by budgetary pressures and by fresh strategic thinking, new models are emerging in
destination marketing, with funding, staff functions, partnerships, the relative role of private and public sectors,
all under debate. Leading destination organisations from around the world share their strategies, pressures for
change, the discussions that they are currently having with local stakeholders, and their thoughts on where the
sector is heading.

TE105: Delegate boosting – the best way to show clients you care?
Ballroom B

Moderator: Eduardo Chaillo, CMP, CMM, Regional Director U.S.A. & Canada, Mexico Tourism Board,
Mexico
Panel:
Aileen Crawford, Head of Conventions, Glasgow City Marketing Bureau, United Kingdom
Lyn Lewis-Smith, Chief Executive Officer,  Business Events Sydney, Australia
Format: Case studies + round table discussions
Audience: General interest
Description: Nowadays it isn't enough to simply market to the congress decision-makers.
Increasingly, the most innovative destinations, venues, and meetings management companies are
offering services to clients that aim to boost the number of attendees attending the event. This
session looks at different ways that this can be undertaken, identifies what it takes to successfully
attract more delegates, and discusses the differences in how this service is offered by PCOs and
destinations/venues. Association clients give their feedback about how important this factor is in
determining who to work with and where to hold their events.
CMP-IS Domain: A. Strategic Planning
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours

TE106: Introductory ICCA Data Workshop
Sponsored by PSAV
Room 103

Session leaders: ICCA Data Researchers
Description: Introductory ICCA Data Workshops will take place Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
morning. These Workshops provide a general introduction to ICCA's unique online Association
Database including the Hot Leads, Key Contacts, Calendar and other services which ICCA offers. You
will learn how to use these research tools through in-depth demonstrations and case studies.
For specific questions, or advanced research matters, you can book a half hour one-on-one session with a
researcher via SpotMe.
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Please refer to your SpotMe App live programme for the most up to date information!

TE201: How “Net Promoter” companies thrive in a customer-driven
world
Ballroom A

Speaker: Suhail Khan, Founder, NetPositive xperience, The Netherlands
Moderator: Gary Grimmer, CEO, GainingEdge, Australia
Format: Presentation plus round table discussion
Audience: General interest; particularly relevant for all directors responsible for measuring the
effectiveness of their company's services
Description: The concept of “net promoter” is virtually unknown within the meetings industry, but
is becoming increasing important in many other business sectors. In essence, it is a methodology
for consciously designing a business model centred on the question: “would you recommend this
company to your friend?” In the global meetings industry, where it is already recognised that
meeting planners rely heavily on the word-of-mouth recommendations of their peers, this concept
has the potential to be enormously powerful. Hear about success stories from other industries and
discuss how this could be adopted by the meetings sector.

TE202: The sex appeal of big brains
Room 208

Faculty: Please see SpotMe App programme for details
Format: Round table discussions
Audience: General interest
Description: This session will explore how more and more destinations, meetings management
companies, and tech companies are showcasing their intellectual credentials and capacity as their
prime assets. Following on from the similarly named and successful session run by ICCA at this
year's IMEX in Frankfurt, members will share examples of how they are shifting from using traditional
tourism or culture-led marketing. Is Intellectual Appeal going to become the biggest competitive
differentiator of the next decade? If so, how can ICCA members increase their marketing and
organisational IQ?
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TE203: Business culture workshop
Room 209

Speaker / facilitator: Danaë Huijser, Managing Director, CMC-Europe, The Netherlands
Format: Presentation + workshop
Audience: General interest
Description: Danaë Huijser’s expertise is in helping companies to get the most out of their
international managers and workforces by recognising cultural differences and building on the
different strengths that different business personality types possess. In a world where clients,
managers, and workforces are increasingly from different cultural backgrounds, Danaë’s conceptual
framework and practical advice can help ICCA members to build stronger partnerships and fully
exploit the unique characteristics of their multinational teams.

TE204:  Into the unknown: how to find events you never knew existed!
Room 104

Speaker: Andreas Abold, CEO, abold GmbH, Germany
Moderator: Marco van Itterzon, Director Research, ICCA, The Netherlands
Format: Presentation + round table discussion
Audience: General interest; particular interest for delegates responsible for strategy and planning of the
research and bidding functions
Description: You already know how to use the ICCA database, and have a hit-list of target events that you
want to bid for across numerous sectors.  But how do you go about finding the events that nobody knows about,
that don't appear on the usual databases, but which can produce fantastic business. And how can you use your
knowledge of existing events to identify potential events which have not yet been invented, and turn those into
reality. Andreas Abold's agency is one of Germany's most successful event agencies, and has been working in
partnership with our members in Leipzig to identify business that no-one else knows about: hear how this led
to Leipzig winning the World Skills and World Master Games events.
CMP-IS Domain: A. Strategic Planning
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours
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Room 202

Moderator: Ney Huberto Neves, Business & Meetings Manager,
Bureau, Brazil

Iguassu Convention & Visitors

Panel: Eduardo Sanovicz, President, Brazilian Association of Airline Companies (Abear), Brazil
Plus other representatives, please refer to SpotMe App programme for details.
Format: Panel presentations and discussion
Audience: Any delegates interested in doing business in Brazil or with Brazilians, or in attracting
Brazilians to their events
Description: Brazil is the economic powerhouse that is driving growth across Latin America. It is
a source of delegates and outbound incentives, a destination to hold meetings and full of corporate
meeting planners, and of enormous interest to global organisations which are looking for new
markets, suppliers and business partners. This session explores how to do business with Brazilians,
how to attract Brazilian delegates to your events outside Brazil and what areas of the country’s
economy offer the best meetings-related prospects.
CMP-IS Domain: A. Strategic Planning
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours

TE206: Outside the Box – Master Plan San Juan
Offsite session

Format: Offsite session
Audience: General interest (pre-registered delegates only)
Description: Join a bus ride through the convention district and afterwards meet the experts who
put together the development master plan, which revitalised and transformed a large section of the
city, tour key areas within the development, hear how the vision was created and delivered by the
different partners, and discover the city’s plans for the future.
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TE205: Understanding Brazil and Brazilians: meetings-related business
opportunities

Conventions don´t have
to be conventional
A business trip to Madrid seems less like hard work than most.
Sunny weather, conveniently located conference venues and gourmet
lunches are just some of the bonuses for when you visit on business.
After a busy day, Madrid’s famous museums and elegant stores are a great
way to recharge before sampling the vibrant nightlife.
Relax over tapas in an outdoor café or dance until dawn. Whatever you do,
Madrid is the business.

info.mcb@esmadrid.com
(+34) 91 758 55 28
www.esmadrid.com/mcb
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Time

Description

Whole day

Expert Advice Appointments /
ICCA Data one-on-one appointments

09.30-10.30

Copenhagen Lecture:
Goodbye Nation State – Hello Super City?

10.30-11.00

Networking Break

11.00-12.30

Wednesday Education Set 1 (WE1)

Level

Room

3

Ballroom A

WE101: Strategic thinking: what international
associations are trying to achieve for their members
and delegates

3

Ballroom B

WE102: New ways to think about virtual events

2

208

WE103: International healthcare congresses:
Funding issues, compliance, pharma guidelines, and
Continuing Medical Education – big changes, big
dangers, big opportunities?

2

209

WE104: Sustainability showcase: Leipzig Green
Transport project – ICCA Congress 2011

1

104

WE105: Introductory ICCA Data Workshop

1

103

12.30-14.00

Lunch

3

Foyer

14.00-15.30

Wednesday Education Set 2 (WE2)
WE201: Dealing with an overload of RFPs

3

Ballroom B

WE202: Attendee interactions by design: The future
of event networking

2

208

WE203: JMIC session: economic impact and nondirect value of meetings

2

209

WE204: How to apply Social Media to destination
marketing? Lessons from the CaseHunters

1

104

15.30-16.00

Networking Break

16.00-17.00

Closing Session

3

Ballroom A

17.00-18.00

Next Destination Reception

3

Terrace
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Plenary Session & Keynote Address – The
Copenhagen-Denmark Lecture, 09:30-10:30
Proudly sponsored by the Danish ICCA Members

Goodbye Nation State – Hello Super City?
Ballroom A

Speaker: Jan Sturesson, Global Leader | Government & Public
Services, PwC, Sweden
We’ve all grown up in a world of inter-country competition and
national identity. The Olympics and World Cup, economic league
tables, the UN and World Bank: all of our leading institutions are
built on the nation state. The way we look at and analyse the
world has been through a national viewpoint. But this is deceptive:
today geography is dramatically more complicated: New York has
become closer in many ways to London and Shanghai than it is
to Brooklyn; Amsterdam has fewer than 50% Dutch inhabitants;
China is undertaking the most gigantic-ever urbanisation project,
involving literally hundreds of millions of people.
The City is fast becoming the key competitive unit in every
important economic and society-wide dimension, and this is why
this year’s Copenhagen-Denmark Lecturer is Jan Sturesson. Over
the last decade he has become a world-leading authority on this
phenomenon: leading multinational research teams, advising governments and mayors, writing hardhitting reports, and changing perceptions all around the world.
Learn about how concepts such as “issues-based industrial clustering” are
being used to build competitive advantage. Understand what it takes for
cities to build a strategic brand, and the internal and external challenges
that need to be overcome. Consider the mega-trends that successful cities,
large and small, will need to adapt to. Think about the new relationships
that are likely to emerge between cities and national governments. This is
a session that will forever change the framework through which you view
the world.
CMP-IS Domain: A. Strategic Planning
Clock Hours: 1 hour
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WE101: Strategic thinking: what international associations are trying to
achieve for their members and delegates
Ballroom B

Moderator: Jurriaen Sleijster, Executive Vice President, MCI (INCON Group), Switzerland
Panel:
Miranda Barrett, Vice President, Membership Development, Entrepreneurs' Organization (EO), U.S.A.
Dick Blatt, President, Planar World Consulting, U.S.A.
Jakub Konysz, MA, Senior Manager of International Development, ASAE The Centre for Association
Leadership, U.S.A.
Michael Michaud, Managing Director, Global Alliances, American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
U.S.A.
Format: Presentations + panel discussion + round table discussions
Audience: All delegates working with international association clients
Description: Leaders from international associations outline their global strategies and objectives,
the competitive and general business pressures they are facing, and how meetings fit into their
plans. Understanding the business rationales behind association meetings will help ICCA members
to be far more successful in winning bids and offering relevant solutions to their association clients.
Associations are adjusting their strategies to changing business environments, and their meetings
are evolving in turn, making it essential for meeting professionals to keep up with these changes.
CMP-IS Domain: A. Strategic Planning
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours
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WE102: New ways to think about virtual events
Room 208

Speakers:
Corbin Ball, CSP, CMP, CEO, Corbin Ball Associates, U.S.A.
Mathias Posch, President, International Conference Services Ltd., Canada
Format: Panel presentations and discussion
Audience: General interest
Description: How can organisers of live events learn to love virtual events? Of course most meetings
are heading towards a hybrid future with some virtual elements, but are there times when companies
in our industry needs to embrace a fully virtual solution for some of their clients? This session looks
at case studies of how some ICCA members are using virtual conferences to expand their business.
CMP-IS Domain: A. Strategic Planning
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours

WE103: International healthcare congresses: Funding issues, compliance, pharma
guidelines, and Continuing Medical Education – big changes, big dangers, big
opportunities?
Room 209

Moderator: Christian Mutschlechner, Director, Vienna Convention Bureau, Austria
Panel:
Christoph Tessmar, Director, Barcelona Convention Bureau, Spain
John Mcloughlin, Chairman, Eucomed Compliance Panel, France
Lewis A Miller MS CCMEP, Principal, WentzMiller Global Services LLC, U.S.A.
Martin N. Jensen, Vice President,
IPCAA - International Pharmaceutical Congress Advisory
Association, Switzerland
Format: Panel discussion
Audience: All delegates working with or hosting healthcare meetings
Description: Healthcare meetings are the biggest segment of the international association congress
market, but face some of the biggest future challenges. Understanding these underlying issues
is critically important for any ICCA member company that is involved in organising or hosting
these events, if they wish to partner effectively with medical associations and their commercial
stakeholders. With government funding under extreme pressure in many parts of the world, everincreasing educational pressures on doctors as new treatments and techniques, drugs and scientific
knowledge are generated, and as pharmaceutical companies face up to philosophical, ethical and
strategic business dilemmas, the future of healthcare education and congresses could look very
different from today. Join in the debate and identify the business opportunities that will coexist with
these challenges and changes.
CMP-IS Domain: A. Strategic Planning
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours
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Room 104

Speakers:
André Kaldenhoff, Director of Congress Department, Congress Center Leipzig, Germany
Christopher Szymula, Trainee, LVB Leipzig Transport, Germany
Format: Extended case study + round table discussions
Audience: General interest
Description: How did 80 young people from Leipzig work together to create and organise the most
successful Green initiative ever seen at an ICCA Congress? This session explains how this type of
project can create engagement with politicians that can help them understand our industry, generate
valuable media coverage, make delegates feel especially welcome in a city they don’t know, eliminate
negative feeling about relatively long transfers, save money, and achieve massive take-up of public
transport by delegates. The Green Transport initiative achieved a delegate evaluation score of 70%
“excellent” and 25% “good”, the highest rating in the whole Congress!
CMP-IS Domain: A. Strategic Planning
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours

WE105: Introductory ICCA Data Workshop
Sponsored by PSAV
Room 103

Session leaders: ICCA Data Researchers
Description: Introductory ICCA Data Workshops will take place Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
morning. These Workshops provide a general introduction to ICCA's unique online Association
Database including the Hot Leads, Key Contacts, Calendar and other services which ICCA offers. You
will learn how to use these research tools through in-depth demonstrations and case studies.
For specific questions, or advanced research matters, you can book a half hour one-on-one session
with a researcher via SpotMe.

Wednesday Education Set 2 (WE2), 14:00-15:30
Please refer to your SpotMe App live programme for the most up to date information!

WE201: Dealing with an overload of RFPs
Ballroom B

Faculty: Please see SpotMe App programme for details
Format: Round table discussions
Audience: Relevant for sales & marketing executives handling RFP responses, and for technology
companies whose systems help manage this process
Description: Venues and destinations are facing an ever expanding tidal wave of conference RFPs
(request for proposal - invitations to bid for business), in part caused by automated RFP generating
software, the growth in venue finding agencies and other intermediaries, and numerous multi-venue/
destination web portals with RFP-submission built into their design. This session is designed to share
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insights into the seriousness of this issue, to discuss how best to filter and manage the requests, and
how to deal with the increasing problem of multiple agencies submitting the same piece of business
simultaneously.  How can the most serious business with high chances of conversion be identified
amongst less serious requests that may have been received by hundreds of competitors? How should
venues balance the need for speedy responses with taking a personalized approach to each enquiry?
Are these issues global in nature, or is the market evolving differently in different regions.
CMP-IS Domain: B. Project Management
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours

WE202: Attendee interactions by design: The future of event
networking
Room 208

Session leader: Leonora Valvo, CEO, etouches, U.S.A.
Format: Presentation + round table discussions
Audience: General interest
Description: The majority of events contain one, if not several, opportunities to network during
designated times. Savvy events have introduced appointment times and facilitated meeting formats
in order to increase the time-value of networking. What's next? Join this session to learn how social
and mobile data will be used in designing future attendee experiences. Learn about the power of
big data and how it can be harnessed before, during and post-event to design scenarios where
attendees can interact and begin to engage. Session participants will learn the latest techniques in
experiential and digital marketing that are being used to design personalized and planned attendeeto-attendee interactions that leave attendees feeling that the event was invaluable. These concepts
and perspectives will be used to explore how networking at the ICCA Congress could evolve over the
short and long-term, to better deliver members' business objectives.
CMP-IS Domain: G. Meeting or Event Design
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours

WE203: JMIC session: economic impact and non-direct value of
meetings
Room 209

Speaker / Moderator: Rod Cameron, Program Management, JMIC, Belgium
Speaker: Glenn A J Bowdin BA(Hons) MPhil MIH FHEA, Head of UK Centre for Events Management,
School of Events, Tourism & Hospitality, Leeds Metropolitan University, United Kingdom
Format: Presentations + round table discussions
Audience: Particular interest to delegates involved in advocacy or economic measurement issues
Description: JMIC (Joint Meetings Industry Council) recently commissioned a global piece of
research to identify the existing range of national, regional, city, and event-specific research studies
and models, that cover direct economic impact and the wider impact of meetings. Rod Cameron will
share a summary of the findings, and lead the discussion on a range of related research and advocacy
issues: eg, whether we need standard global models at city-level to complement the UNWTO national
model and if so how to achieve this; how we can best stimulate more event-specific studies into
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CMP-IS Domain: A. Strategic Planning
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours

WE204: How to apply Social Media to destination marketing? Lessons
from the CaseHunters
Room 104

Speaker / facilitator:
Gerrit Heijkoop, Executive Partner & Strategy Advisor, How Can I Be Social (HCIBS), The Netherlands
Format: Case studies + round table discussions
Audience: Convention Bureaus, Tourism Offices and DMCs; of particular relevance for any members
working on Internet and Social Media strategies
Description: Have you ever wondered why and how Social Media can contribute to the marketing of
your destination? The CaseHunters offer a unique and extensive analysis of how 3 destinations are
leading the way. Hands-on exercises will lead you to a tangible action plan to start working on right
after the congress.
Originated from the ICCA Congress in Leipzig last year, the CaseHunters hunt for and evaluate Social
Media marketing cases in the meetings industry. Their mission is to evaluate these cases, add their
knowledge to the findings and share those findings with YOU so you can learn and profit from them.
The CaseHunters team is formed by Christine Fuchs (TW Magazine, Frankfurt) and Gerrit Heijkoop
(How Can I Be Social (HCIBS), Amsterdam).
Enter the ICCA & Meet Puerto Rico Social Media competition + win an ipad 2!
Post your best picture of meeting in Puerto Rico on the ICCA Facebook page (http://Facebook.com/
ICCAworld)! Tag the pictures, comment on them, share them! The picture with the most likes on
Wednesday at noon, will be announced winner at the end of the CaseHunters session.
In case you have any questions about this session or the Meet Puerto Rico Social Media competition
please contact us in any of the following ways: http://Facebook.com/CaseHunters , @CaseHunters
on Twitter or contact@CaseHunters.com
CMP-IS Domain: I. Marketing
Clock Hours: 1.50 hours
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the broader positive impacts that we know meetings generate (eg in terms of inward investment
or knowledge transfer). Complementing Rod’s report will be a report from the UK Centre for Event
Management at Leeds University, who are in the midst of carrying out the UK’s first comprehensive
national economic impact research project. Any country representatives who are hoping to run such
projects should attend to hear at first hand the challenges – financial and operational – that need to
be overcome to undertake this type of vital research.

technology
meets
inspiration
PSAV® Presentation Services provides the ideas
and technology that inspire great events.
We don’t just execute meetings flawlessly;
of course we do that. We also enrich and enhance
events long before the gathering begins.
we bring you bright ideas
PSAV people come ready to listen and equipped with ideas.
We strive to understand meeting objectives and offer solutions
that are as relevant as they are imaginative.

we bring you smart technology
PSAV combines an unbeatable breadth of technology
and expertise with concepts and ideas that can make
your messages last well beyond the event itself.

we bring you successful meetings
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Local Host Committee
Chairperson: Neil Mullanaphy, CHME, Puerto Rico Convention Bureau
Raúl Bustamante, Puerto Rico Convention Bureau
Veronika Hernández, Puerto Rico Convention Bureau
Alma Pedrosa, Puerto Rico Convention Bureau
Teresa Martinez, Puerto Rico Convention Bureau
Lisa Altieri, Puerto Rico Convention Bureau
Jaime López Díaz,

Puerto Rico Convention Center District Authority

Santiago Rivera, Puerto Rico Convention Center District Authority & Coliseum of Puerto Rico
Luis Rivera Marín Esq., Puerto Rico Tourism Company
Margaret Colón, Puerto Rico Convention Center Pedro Roselló
Jeannette Avilés, Sheraton Puerto Rico Convention Center Hotel & Casino
Saul Tanal, Group Services Inc.
Nancy Matos, Group Services Inc.

ICCA Meetings Advisory Group (MAG)
Miranda Ioannou, Managing Director, SCS Limited, Cyprus
Corbin Ball, CSP, CMP, Chief Executive Officer, Corbin Ball Associates, U.S.A.
Mariano Castex, Managing Director, MCI Latin America (INCON Group), Argentina
Francesca Manzani, Business Manager, AIM Group International, Italy
Sarah Markey-Hamm, National Manager, ICMS Pty Ltd., Australia
Mathias Posch, President, International Conference Services Ltd., Canada
Martin Sirk, Chief Executive Officer, ICCA, The Netherlands
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Long Standing ICCA Members
20 Years
Suntec Singapore International Convention & Exhibition Centre		
Singapore
VisitAalborg						Denmark
Magazine Events Congresses, Exhibitions				
Germany
m:con Congress Center Rosengarten				
Germany
Megaron Athens International Conference Centre			
Greece
Braehler ICS Konferenztechnik International Congress Service AG
Germany
Kuoni Congress Europe					Switzerland
Sri Lanka Convention Bureau					
Sri Lanka
Vancouver Convention Bureau					Canada
Marina Congress Center Scandic Hotels Oy				
Finland
Bosch Security Systems B.V.					Netherlands
Stavanger Forum						Norway
Queen Sirikit National Convention Center
N.C.C. Management & Development Co. Ltd.			
Thailand
Lille Grand Palais						France

30 Years
Ortra Ltd.							Israel
Palais des Festivals et des Congres				
France
Tel Aviv Exhibition Center					Israel
Successful Meetings/MeetingNews				U.S.A.
Montreal Convention Centre					Canada
Messe Congress Graz						Austria

40 Years
Taj Hotels, Resorts & Palaces					
India
London & Partners						United Kingdom
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ICCA and the Puerto Rico Host Committee would like to thank the sponsors for their very generous support:
•

Bedouk Meetings and Events Media

•

Canadian Host Committee, ICCA Congress 2008, Victoria

•

CAT Publications

•

Danish ICCA Members

•

EIBTM/Reed Travel Exhibitions

•

German Host Committee, ICCA Congress 2011, Leipzig

•

Group Services Inc.

•

HQ magazine

•

ICCA Italian Committee

•

IMEX

•

Inclusive Management Services Inc.

•

International Confex

•

International Meetings Review

•

Leipzig

•

Meetings Mindset

•

Meet Taiwan

•

Meetology Group

•

Mexico Tourism Board

•

PSAV (Presentation Services)

•

Puerto Rico Convention Bureau

•

Puerto Rico Convention Center - District Authority

•

Puerto Rico Tourism Company

•

Spotme

•

Shanghai Host Committee 2013

ICCA Business Partners

ICCA is proud to be strategically collaborating with Bedouk, Brähler ICS Konferenztechnik International Congress
Service, CAT Publications, EIBTM/Reed Travel Exhibitions, IMEX, International Meetings Review and SpotMe to
develop continuously improving commercial benefits for ICCA members world-wide.

Liability

The Local Host Committee and ICCA act as agents only in securing hotels, transport and travel services and in
no event shall be liable for acts or defaults in the event of injury, damage, loss, accident, delay or irregularity of
any kind whatsoever during arrangements organised through contractors or the employees of such contractors
in carrying out services. Hotel and transportation services are subject to the terms and conditions under which
they are offered to the public in general. The Local Host Committee reserves the right to make changes where
deemed necessary, without prior notice to parties concerned. All disputes are subject to US law.

Disclaimer

ICCA reserves the right to make changes to the programme if necessary. ICCA is not responsible or liable for
non-delivery of services beyond its control.

PUBLICATIONS
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We look forward to
welcoming you to Shanghai next year!

52nd ICCA Congress
2 - 6 November 2013
Shanghai, China, PR
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Notes

People say SEOUL is

A Top 5 Convention City (UIA)
The Best BT-MICE City (TTG)
A Creative City of Design (UNESCO)
The World’s Most Wired City (TIME Magazine)
The World’s Best Airport (ACI)

